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Abstract. Let X„, n = \, 2, ■ ■ ■ , be a reversed martingale

with zero mean and for each n construct a random function Wn{t),

0g(g 1, by a suitable method of interpolation between the values

Xk/(EXl)il2 at times EX2k/EXn; these are the natural times to

use. Then it is shown that the distribution of W„ (in function

space C or D) converges weakly to that of the Wiener process, if

the finite-dimensional distributions converge appropriately. It is

also shown that the sufficient conditions recently given by the

author for the central limit theorem for such martingales also

imply convergence of finite-dimensional distributions. Illustra-

tions of the use of these results are given in applications to U-

statistics and sums of independent random variables.

A result for forward martingales exactly analogous to the first

result above is also given, but is given no emphasis.

1. Introduction and summary. It was shown in Loynes [4] that,

under suitable conditions, if {Xn'.n^ 1} is a reverse martingale there

exists a function <p(n) such that the distribution of <p(n)UiXn con-

verges to A(0, 1) weakly as «—><». (For convenience, we take the

limit of Xn as 0 in the present paper.)

Under the same conditions, define for each n a random function

Wn(t) forOg/^l as follows:

(1) W»(0)=0;
(2) Wn(tl)=<p(nYl2Xk, where tnk=4>(n) {<p(k)}-», for k^n;

(3) Wn(l) = Wn(tt) iiti+x<t<tnk.

(Condition (3) ensures that Wn(t) is a step-function which is contin-

uous on the left: as in other situations the theorems below would re-

main true under slight variations in the definition of W„.) Then it will

be shown, in Theorem 1, that the finite-dimensional distributions of

Wn converge to those of the Wiener process W.

In general it is not sufficient, in order to prove weak convergence

of the distribution of random functions such as Wn to that of W, to

prove convergence of the finite-dimensional distributions. It will be
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shown in Theorem 2 that in the present case, in which reverse martin-

gales appear, this condition is sufficient provided that <p(n)

= [EiX„)]~l. This rather striking result has an obvious analogue for

forward martingales, which is stated as Theorem 3. There is an

analogue of Theorem 1 also, but it will not be presented here.

The theorems are stated in §2, after the definitions and notation,

and their proofs follow in §§3 and 4. §5 contains some applications.

2. Definitions, notation, and statement of results. The notation

will be as in [4]. Thus on a fixed probability space (U, &, P) we have

a sequence of random variables Xn and a sequence of cr-fields dn; in

both cases, n^l. Then for all n:dnZ)8n+i; X„ is measurable with re-

spect to d„; E\X„\ < °o ; E(Xn\$n+i)=Xn+i with probability 1. We

suppose Xn—»0 with probability 1, and write

(4) Yn = Xn — A7+i,

(5) <Tl = E(Yl\ Sn+l),
and

(6) Sl= Yjr°=nO-2T.

Then it follows that

(7) EiY„\ 0n+i) =0,

(8) X„ = /_,r-n   Yr,

and

(9) EXt=j:?=nEY? = Esl.
Now we may state the results: the notation Wn==>W means that the

distribution of the random function Wn converges weakly to that of

the Wiener process W (cf. Billingsley [l, p. 7]).

Theorem 1. If (a) <pin)sn—*l,for some function <f> satisfying

<t>in + 1) S; </>(«)    and    <f>in + l)/<f>in) —> 1,

and (b) either

1 00

4-sf^i
Sn r—n

or

4>in)Eisl) -» 1

and

1   °°
— £ E[YJi | Yr |   > esn) | tfr+i] -» 0   for all e>0,
S„ r=n

all convergence being with probability 1, and if W„it) is defined by (1),
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(2) and (3), then the finite-dimensional distributions of Wn(t) converge

to those of W(t).

Remark. In [4], some stronger conditions are given which imply

the conditions required here and which are probably simpler to verify

in practice.

Theorem 2. If Xn is a reversed martingale, and if the finite-dimen-

sional distributions of W„, as defined by (1), (2), and (3) with <p(n)

= [E(X2f) ]~\ converge to those of W, then Wn=*W.

For the next theorem, suppose {Z„:«^ 1} is a forward martingale,

and for each n define a random function W„(t) ior O^t^l by

(10 W„(0)=0;
(11) Wn(tl)=<p(nyi2 Xk, where tnk =<p(n) {<p(k) }-\ for k^n;

(12) Wn(t) = Wn(tl), il t"t<t<ft+x.

Theorem 3. If X„ is a (forward) martingale, and if the finite-dimen-

sional distributions of Wn, as defined by (10), (11) and (12) with

<p(n) = [EfAn)]-1, converge to those of W, then Wn=*W.

Although Theorem 3 would appear to be useful, there seems less

need for an analogue to Theorem 1; in any case, none will be given

here. The possibility of embedding a forward martingale in a Wiener

process, noted by Strassen [6], allows an approach to convergence

problems (see Theorem 4.4 of [6]) which is capable of giving much

more delicate results. Now one may speculate that a reversed mar-

tingale might similarly be embedded: presumably a sequence of

stopping-times 0g> • • • ^Tn£ • • • sSPi would be constructed in

such a way that { W(T„) ] has the same distribution as {A'b}. How-

ever, although it is very plausible that such an embedding is possible,

and that if it were it would allow an elegant treatment of the present

results, it appears that a proof would be difficult, and none has so far

been given.

We are therefore thrown back on to more direct methods, of the

type described in the recent monograph by Billingsley [l]. A weak

convergence result is given there (in §23) for (forward) martingales,

but the proof leans heavily on the assumed stationarity, and our

proofs will return to first principles.

3. Proof of Theorem 1. To prove convergence of the finite-dimen-

sional distributions is rather straightforward, most of the work having

already been done in [4]; in view of this, we shall assume familiarity

with its contents. We shall consider the joint distribution of W„(a)
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and Wnib) only, where 0<a<&^l, but the joint distribution for

three or more times can be treated quite similarly. In [4], equation

(17) onwards, various quantities are defined as functions of a single

variable t; we shall need to deal simultaneously with two values at

and bt, since our first aim is to prove that the distribution of it~ll2Zat,

t-ll2Zbl) converges weakly to that of (W(a), Wib)). We shall, there-

fore, have two sets of quantities which will be denoted by mat, mbt,

Ya,k, Yb.k and so on: notice that mai~^mbi, so that ?„* = Ybk if mat<k,

and that we have YL^l*, = at, ^L^lt = bt. In the definition of nH, a
sequence of independent Normal random variables is needed: we

choose the same sequence for both rja„ and r\bn- It will be shown that as

<—K)

(13)    E[exr>iiuall2nai + ivbll2r,n)] - E^xpiiua1^ + *W'W] -» 0:

the first term of (13) is the characteristic function of it~ll2Zat, t~ll2Zbt)

and the second term tends, as t—>0, to that of (W(a), Wib)). (The

means and variances of the second term are correct for all t, and the

distribution is Normal, but the covariance will not in general be ex-

actly equal to a for finite t; however, convergence to the correct value

as J—>0 is a consequence of the fact that cr„/s„—>0.) Now following the

same argument as in [4], we find

I Eiexviiuall2T]an + ivbll2rjbn) — expiiuall2j]an+i + ivbll2rjbn+1)) |

g E\ £{(exp7r1/2(«Fon + v?bn))

-exp(if-1'2|B(«d:01, + vahm))) I 3n+i} I

^Ef±^}lYlgii\u\  + \v\)t^\Ybn\)

, (UI + H>2-2,„i   1     1  hr1'2- aH-<rbnhii \u\   + \v\)t      <Tbn)V

on using the fact that | Yan\ ^| Ybn\, ctL^ow (Note that (29) of

[4] contains two misprints: an exponent is obviously misplaced, and

the interior expectation on the right-hand side should be conditional

on Sn+i-) As the bound obtained in (14) is essentially the same as that

entering into (30) of [4], this first part of the proof is complete.

Next we shall show that for fixed a (0<a^l) Wnia)—t~1/2Zatn->0

in probability, where tn=<pin)~1; from this and the previous results

will follow convergence of the finite-dimensional distributions. Ob-

serve that Wnia) =d>in)inXkrn), where ft(w) is an integer such that

(15) <j>in)/d>ikin) + 1) < a ^ *(n)/*(ft(»)).
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If we write matn = man for convenience, it follows as in (45) of [4] that

<t>(ma„)/<b(k(n)) —► 1    with probability 1,

and then the argument used to prove (47) of [4] (in which the suffix

of Z should be tf) will complete the proof.

4. Proof of Theorems 2 and 3. According to Theorem 15.1 of

Billingsley [l], we have only to show that the sequence Wn is tight,

and we can conveniently separate some parts of the proof into prelim-

inary lemmas.

Lemma 1. If the finite-dimensional distributions of Wn converge to

those of W, then

<b(n) 4>(n)
sup-—> 0    as n —> «.
tan   <b(k)      <b(k + 1)

Proof. It is clearly sufficient to show that <b(n + l)/<p(n)—>1.

Suppose the contrary: then along some subsequence we have

<p(n)/<p(n + l)<l-e lor some e>0, so that Wn(l-e) = Wn(l)■ Thus

along this subsequence P[Wn(l—e) = W„(l)] = l, which contradicts

the hypothesis of the lemma.

Lemma 2. If for some random variable X, E(X2) < <», and h is a func-

tion with values in [0, 1 ] then

E[X2h(X)] ^ E[X2\(X)]

where

0 ^ X(x) g 1,   for all x,

\(x) =0,     \x\   <a(h),

= 1,     |z|   > a(h),

and E[K(X)]=E[h(X)].

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the Neyman Pearson

Lemma. The constant a(h) does of course depend on the distribution

of A.
We may now begin the main part of the proof of Theorem 2. We

shall apply Theorem 15.5 of [l], proving the second condition by

applying the Corollary to Theorem 8.3; the first condition is already

satisfied. It is sufficient to show that given e, ij, r may be chosen to

make

(16)       p = E P T      sup IFn(5) - Wn C—^-) I = el < ,.
i      Lci-D/i-gsgi/r \    r    / \       J
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Let us for convenience write

(17) Ar(n, i) = /       sup Wn(s) - WnC-^-)\ ^ e\
((i-D/rgsgi/r \      r      / \ )

and

(18) Zr(i, n) = r^2{Wn(ilr) - Wn((i - l)/r)).

Then for fixed i and r, ZT(i, n)=>N(0, 1) by hypothesis, while from

Lemma 1 it follows that E[ZT(i, n)2]—>1, so that if n^nr (to be chosen

suitably) E[Zr(i, «)2]g2.

If we apply Theorem 3.2 in Chapter VII of Doob [2], recalling the

definition of Wn, we find

P(Ar(n, 0) = T f        ZS, n)2dP
e TJ Ar{n,i)

(19) ^-E[Zr(i,n)2]
e'r

2
S —   if h ^ nr.

t2r

According to Lemma 2, we have

f        Zt(i, n)2dP = E[Zr(i, n)2P{Ar(n, i) \ Zr(i, n)} ]
(20) J Ar(n,i)

^ E[ZT(i, n)2X(Zr(i, «))]

with X(x)=0 if |x| <ar(i, n), 1 if |x| >ar(i, n), and

(21) E[X(Zr(i,n))] = P{Ar(n,i)].

Next choose 0 so that

(22) f        X2dP = nt2/2

when X is A(0, 1), and r so that

(23) 2/eV < ±P[ | X |  ^ 6].

It follows from (19), (21) and (23), since Zr(i, n) converges to A(0, 1),

that if n is sufficiently large 6^ar(i, n), for l^i^r. Then from (20)

we find

(24) f        Zr(i, n)2dP ̂   f Zr(i, n)2dP,
J Ar(n,\) •MIZ,li»)
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and because of (22), the convergence of ZT{i, n) to A70, 1), and the

convergence of E[Zrii, n)2] to 1, the right-hand side of (24) is less

than ne2 for sufficiently large n. (Compare the argument in [l, p. 33].)

But now (16) follows from (19).

The proof of Theorem 3 is almost identical, and will therefore not

be given.

5. Applications. Apart from observing that Theorem 3 is especially

easy to apply when Xn is the partial sum of independent random vari-

ables, and that in particular Donsker's original theorem follows from

it, by using the Central Limit Theorem, we shall make no reference to

forward martingales.

Three types of reversed martingale were considered in [4]:

(a) Sn/n, where Sn is the Mth partial sum of a sequence of indepen-

dent identically distributed random variables with mean 0 and vari-

ance <r2< co ;

(b) Un, the nth [/-statistic formed from a given kernel with mean 0

and finite variance;

(c) Rn = T^r7n cTPr, where Pr are independent and identically dis-

tributed with mean 0 and variance a2, and cl = oi 53"_„ cr).

(The notation is slightly different from [4].) Both Sn/n and Rn were

shown in [4] to satisfy the conditions of the present Theorem 1, and

weak convergence for the random functions Wn constructed as in (1),

(2) and (3) then follows from Theorem 2. Weak convergence in the

case of Un also follows from Theorem 2, although it has not been

shown that the conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied, for convergence

of finite-dimensional distributions follows easily from Hoeffding [3].

If we now apply Theorem 5.1 of [l] with some admissible function

h, we obtain limit theorems about Sn/n, Un, and Rn. The following

are examples. (The variances of U„ and i?„ are denoted by vuin) and

vein) respectively for brevity.)

(i) hix)=sup{xit):0^t^l}.

Theorem 4. Each of

P\ sup.f7/ft = »      x<r \,        P   sup Uk 2i vu in)x \,

P    sup Rk 2: vr in)x
L iSn J

tends to

P\    sup   Wit) ^ x   = 2(1 - $7))    as n -» «,,
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for all x>0, where <£>(x) is the distribution function of N(0, 1).

From this, Theorem 1 of [5] follows immediately and Theorem 3 is

also easy to prove. Similar results may be obtained from h(x)

= sup{|x(<)| :0g/gl}.

The functionals h used in the next two results are not almost every-

where continuous on D, and thus Theorem 2 as stated can not be

applied.2 They are, however, admissible if attention is restricted to

C, and since as already observed Theorem 2 remains true if the defini-

tion of Wn is changed slightly, for example by requiring linear inter-

polation between successive points tk for fixed n, the results are valid.

(ii) h(x)=sup{f.tE[0, l] and x(t)=0}.

For a reversed martingale Xn, let us say that a 0-crossing takes place

at i if the event

Ei = {Xi = 0} W {Xi_x > 0 > Xi} \J {Xi-x < 0 < Xt}

occurs (cf. Billingsley [l] equation (11.28)). Define K„ with appro-

priate superfixes as the minimum -iSrw for which a 0-crossing takes

place at i.

Theorem 5. Each of

P[KSn ̂  Xn],       P[vu(KUn)~l 2: X^(»)_1],        PlvsiKn)'1 ^ X^(ra)-1]

tends to (2/ir) arc sin (1/h)112 as w—>oo.

(iii) h(x)=inl{t:x(t) =sup0s,six(5)}.

The results will not be given in detail, but they determine the asymp-

totic distribution of the largest k for which Xk = supjz„ Xj.

One may of course investigate the joint distributions of such quan-

tities, and other choices of h may be made. Because of the nonuni-

form spacing of the tk for a given n the results are sometimes intui-

tively less appealing than the corresponding ones for the partial sums

derived from the Donsker principle: as an example the choice of h to

be the Lebesgue measure of the set of times that x(t) is positive may

be cited.
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